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In March 2014 the Greenpeace organization leaked highly classi ed documents about secret
negotiations between the United States (US) and European Union (EU) governments. Known as the
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP), this agreement is designed to increase
economic growth and liberalize trade between the two parties. The Center for Economic Policy
Research estimated that the TTIP would not only boost the EU economy by 120 billion Euros and the
US economy by 95 billion Euros but also create more job opportunities for both sides.1
However, the TTIP is not free of opposition. Thus far Germany and Austria stand as the strongest
critics of the TTIP in the European Union. Only 17% of Germans are in favor of the agreement, a
signi cant drop from 2014 when polls revealed a 55% approval rate.2 With unemployment relatively
low in Germany, criticism centers on three main areas greatly affected by the TTIP: environmental
regulations, food safety standards and welfare. For example, many unions and charities fear the range
of negative impacts, particularly reduced trade barriers for big businesses and corporations that would
allow low-quality beef to be sold in the EU. Another concern is the automobile industry and testing for
car safety, an area where the EU and US differ greatly. It appears that most Germans feel there is more
to lose than to gain from the TTIP.

US Bene ts
In June 2013 President Obama released a statement to Congress explaining the TTIP agreement and a
detailed review was sent out by the White House Press O ce titled, “U.S. Objectives, U.S. Bene ts In
the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership: A Detailed View” 3. In particular, the US would
greatly bene t from the termination of tariffs on American agricultural products, electronic technology,
and apparel. For example, the o ce of the US Trade Representative stated that American agricultural
exports reached an all time high in 2013 in excess of $145 billion; yet because of the high EU tariffs

imposed on American products only about 6% of the total value of US agricultural exports was actually
sent to the EU. Furthermore, while American apple-growers have to pay at least a 7% tax on exports to
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the EU, European competitors pay no shipping duties to the US. Under the TTIP, furthermore, American
lmmakers and software designers would be allowed to sell movies, music, and video games to
Europe without customs fees. Purchasers in the EU could buy CDs and DVDs with an electronic
signature instead of a hard copy, which makes paying easier and more e cient for both the customer
and the distributor. Finally, with the end of EU tariffs, clothing retailers could sell fabric and apparel
manufactured in the US overseas while getting rid of substandard textiles from third party countries.
These are just a few of the examples highlighted in President Obama’s address to Congress.
The Bertelsmann Foundation in the US published a report analyzing the state-by-state income
generation that could potentially result from the TTIP. They estimated that the per capita gains would
be around 13.4% and, overall, the US would gain a net employment of around 750,000 jobs4. In
particular, the report mentioned that states such as California, Texas, New York and Florida, which
already have the largest economies in the US, would have huge employment gains. Implementing the
TTIPP would expand job availability; it is suggested that one out of every 160 jobs would be as result
of the trade agreement. States would bene t directly from heightened industrial growth and a lessened
pressure for the price of goods and services. The report cites two areas that would see increased
exports; the rst would be manufactured products. On average, the TIPP would boost metal exports in
seven states and chemical exports in 13 states. The second area that would feel the effects is the auto
sector, which would expand the value of exports by 95% in at least 19 states.

Public Opinion
While a majority of Americans remain uninformed about the TTIP and its potential impact, statistics
show more opposition than support. One issue for both the European and American public is the fact
that deliberations over the TTIP took place in complete secrecy – something that has generated great
concern. People are worried that government o cials and corporate stakeholders will have total
freedom to establish conditions that are in their own best interests while ignoring those of the public.
According to Statista, an online database in the US, polls showed that areas of economic growth,
global in uence and cultural diversity would bene t the most from the TTIP (see gure 1). On the other
hand, employment and labor market conditions, worker’s rights, and regulatory sovereignty would
suffer. In general, most people responded that they did not have enough information to answer.
Likewise, the second chart compares the public opinions of the US and Germany; 46% of Americans
responded that they did not have enough information, compared to a 30% response from Germans. It
is important to recognize that there were only about 1,126 US respondents and 2,019 German
respondents for this particular survey, a sample size that does not necessarily represent general
sentiment towards the TTIP. However, it is clear that the US is characterized by a lack of discourse
surrounding this topic while it is highly debated in Germany.

Protecting American Interests
In an article opposing the TTIP in the US, three main fears were articulated: reduced access to
affordable energy, the end of “buy American” clauses, and lower nancial regulations5. The US enjoys
the relatively low cost of energy because of the boom in shale gas production. Instead of exporting the
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surplus to trading partners across the Atlantic (due to embargos caused by the 1973 OPEC oil crisis),
American industries enjoy a large monopoly over energy reserves. However, with the enactment of the
TTIP, the US would be faced with two choices: export the surplus, increasing the prices at home for the
consumer or open the petroleum eld in Europe, giving them equal opportunities. Having more
competition creates uncertainty in the US, as many citizens already fear that such a scenario could
cause a cut in wages and job options instead of increasing them.
“Buy American” clauses protect US industry and its workforce by allowing the government to favor
American products – a technique that has put European counterparts at a disadvantage. Opening up
trade with the European Union would remove this type of protection clause and increase competition,
placing the American worker at a greater disadvantage. Despite the fact that nearly a decade has
passed since the nancial crisis of 2008, the average American is still recovering from its
repercussions. To avoid another economic disaster, the government created regulations, such as the
Dodd-Frank Act of 2010, to prevent insecure transactions and mollify unstable markets. One concern
for many in the nancial sector is how the TTIP will affect scal banking and whether settlements will
lead to weakened reforms.
Another argument against the TTIP taken from a different point of view is best expressed by Paul Craig
Roberts, an economist and journalist, who wrote an article titled “TTIP: American Economic
Imperialism.” He states that transatlantic partnerships are “tools of US nancial imperialism” and “give
the American companies economic hegemony over the countries that sign the agreements.6” Mr.
Roberts explains that opening the deal would lead to devastating results for producers in Europe and
that the US is pushing strongly for lower protection of the EU. For example, if a European government
were to refuse US products because of health or safety regulations, the TTIP would allow American
corporations to sue for loss of pro ts. Many Europeans are extremely worried about the invasion of
genetically modi ed organisms (GMO) and lowered production regulations.

Conclusion
Clearly, the issue for both sides is complex and compelling arguments can be made for and against
the TTIP from both the American and European perspective. Perhaps the guiding measure should be
who actually bene ts and how will those bene ts be distributed if at all? With the Obama
administration coming to an end, it appears that both the US and German governments are eager to
push the deal through, making it an economic reality—for better or worse—for subsequent
administrations to grapple with.

1Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership: The Economic Analysis Explained. (2013 September). Retrieved June
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